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now a days almost every user who buys a new android phone has this problem in mind. if you also want to have this problem then you are at the right place. you can download this app and now don't
worry you are at the right place. if you have ever used nova launcher, you know that you can use it to customize your android phone and show you the apps you have installed on your phone. now if
you are an android user who likes to customize their phone, you should definitely download the nova launcher app. the nova launcher has a lot of features that we can install in our android
smartphones. it allows us to customize our phones and make it more user friendly. the application is very easy to use and doesn't require any kind of programming knowledge. it is a highly-rated
application that is widely used by android users. now you are getting nova launcher 4.0 and i think you must be happy about it. you don't want to get another thing like this application. this application
will help you to do the job of the launcher. this is the best and the most convenient application. nova provides a full featured equalizer, appearing in the familiar layout of a parametric equalizer, each
band also includes a full featured dynamics section allowing the processor to cover an impressively wide range of applications. be it a master lacking density, the drum bus asking for more crispiness,
or a sibilance problem in your perfect take: nova has an elegant answer. the nova launcher comes with extremely useful features that make your smartphone a lot more convenient and user-friendly.
most android users would find the launcher effective when it comes to reorganizing the messy screen, creating a more intuitive user interface, and delivering a smoother experience. here are the top
features that many of you would find useful:
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with nova, you can customize the look of the launcher and make it as unique as your android device. find your new favorite app drawer. the list of apps and widgets can be extended from 9 to 100
apps. nova launcher also comes with google now integration. you can receive weather alerts or search directly from the launcher. but thats not all; nova allows you to customize the look of the apps,
widgets, and even add new ones. nova includes its very own app drawer. you can then search for apps, widgets, and themes. you can also download new themes from play store. you also have the
option of downloading themes for google now, weather, and alarm. once downloaded, nova launcher prime would unlock the 12-dock drawer right away. you can also add the dock on the right side.
this dock can be expanded to six more docks. these docks can be used to create three new categories. in these docked categories, you can find the things like settings, apps, music, etc. in addition,
you have the option to select which side can be used as the primary workspace. to make it more interesting, you can also add colorful colors to the dock. you can also use google android. your nexus
device or phone would appear as a live wallpaper in that dock. all your installed apps would appear in the dock. there is an option to use phone features like google now. you can also view web pages
as the launcher. you can even customize the desktop icons to show the specific apps. each of the docked category would have a different background image. to add widgets, you must be using the
tablets that have more than 4.0 versions. this means that you have to have a tablet that has 4.0 version or a nexus 7. you would have an option of adding widgets. you can choose to add a favorites

screen to your launcher. this screen can be added along with the widgets or even separated from the widgets. you can also customize the new widgets. 5ec8ef588b
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